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protect the server from a brute-force attack brute-force attacks are the most
common attack on server machines. the attacker makes use of various attack

strategies to guess the logins and passwords of the end users and
administrators. if your server is located on the internet, this can create a lot of
problems. attackers can interrupt the service and access to the server because

of the overloaded internet channel. when your server is publicly accessible,
this will also affect your clients, and the damage can be more serious than you
think. if your windows server is publicly accessible on the internet, it is 100%

likely that intruders, network scanners or brute force bots are constantly trying
to guess the logins and passwords of your users and administrators. rds-knight

will be able to stop such attacks and protect your server. you can always
customize these lists to suit your conditions, because even forgetful users

have not been cancelled! protect your data and your business from
extortionists if your servers are located on the internet, it is very likely that

they will be attacked by hackers. the result of such attacks is either the
complete blocking of your access to your servers and data, or the encrypted

files. to protect your data, it is necessary to identify the adversary and remove
the source of the attacks. you can do it with rds-knight. the first thing that you
need to do is block the ip address of the attacker, and then completely delete
their malicious files. another option is to provide your own update service for

your users. all users will be able to download the latest updates from a trusted
update server.
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pass word protectors no matter how
many times you change your

passwords, it is always best to be safe
by using one time password (otp)

tokens. rds-knight offers a solution that
will allow you to use an otp token to

log on to your server. you can use otp
tokens generated by third party

applications like google authenticator,
authy or microsoft authenticator. and
once you are logged in, you can use a

different token for every user to
prevent a user from getting access to
the server by using his account and
password. this will help you prevent

brute force attacks by using the same
password to gain access from different

devices. the endpoint management
subfeature of rds-knight allows you to
manage your devices. you can easily
block or allow access to the server
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from specific devices, or all of them.
you can prevent users from accessing
the server from certain endpoints, and
you can even block specific protocols,

services or applications. in order to use
this feature, you will need to use the
appropriate rds-knight account in the
remote desktop client. you can also
use the built-in device management

tool to perform remote endpoint
management. block and unblock

access to the remote desktop server as
mentioned, you can use this feature to
manage endpoints and prevent users

from accessing the server from certain
devices or all devices. for example, you

can block all access to the remote
desktop server from the specified
device or from all the devices. the

endpoint management feature allows
you to add, delete and update

endpoints, and you can change the
type of the endpoint. you can also

block access to the remote desktop
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server from specific endpoints,
protocols, services or applications. to

help you manage endpoints, rds-knight
provides you with a built-in user

interface. you can also use the rds-
knight account built into the remote
desktop client to perform endpoint

management. 5ec8ef588b
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